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We have focused our attention on a study of the deposition of heavy ions in
the Jupiter atmosphere. As discussed by Horanyi et al (1988), Waite et al. (1994)
and Cravens et al. (1993), in their passage through the atmosphere the ions
undergo stripping and charge transfer collisions producing excited ions which
radiate in the X-ray and ultraviolet regions of the spectrum. Cravens (1997) has
suggested that a similar mechanism is responsible for X-ray emission observed
from comets. The previous analyses have adopted an equilibrium charge
distribution approximation in which it is assumed that any energy the ratio of
production and loss of a specific charge state q are equal. The distribution is then
independent of the ion history. A minimum number of collisions is required to
establish the equilibrium charge distribution. There occurs a bottleneck in reaching
the equilibrium charge distribution, determined by the charge-changing process
with the smallest cross section, and there is no unique relationship between the
projectile energy and the distribution of charge states.
We have used a Monte-Carlo simulation and employed a more
comprehensive set of cross section data. We have explicit predictions for the
spectra generated at wavelengths corresponding to energies greater than 100eV by
2oxygenions. A preliminaryversionof apaperisattached.
We are continuing with a study of the ultraviolet emissionsand the
inclusionof sulfurionsin theprecipitatingflux.
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Abstract
Spectra of soft x-ray and EUV emissions of oxygen ions, precipitating into the Jovian
atmosphere s are calculated, taking into account the dynamical character of the energy
and charge distributions of the ions as they propagate. Monte-Carlo simulations are
performed using experimental and theoretical cross sections of ion collisions with the
atmospheric gases. The numbers of x-ray and EUV photons produced per precipitating
oxygen ion are calculated as functions of the initial ion energy and charge. The energy
and charge distribution functions are used to evaluate the intensities of characteristic
x-ray and EUV spectral emission lines of oxygen ions in the Jovian aurora.
1. Introduction
The discovery of intense x-ray emission from Jovian auroras [Metzger et al., 1983, Waite
et al., 1994] and measurements of energetic oxygen and sulfur ions [Gehrels and Stone,
1983 ] and recent observations of x-ray and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) emission from
comets [Lisse et a/.,1996] have stimulated studies of the radiation emitted by highly
stripped ions [ Horanyi et aI., 1988,Waite et aI., 1994, Cravens et al., 1995, Cravens,
1997]. Models of x-ray production in Jovian auroras have been developed in analogy
to those constructed to describe ion precipitation into the terrestrial atmosphere [Rees,
1989]. Soft x-ray and EUV photons are emitted by the excited states of highly-charged
precipitating ions. The highly-charged ions are produced by stripping collisions with the
atmospheric gases and the excited states are populated by electron capture in charge
transfer collisions. The intensities of the soft x-ray and EUV radiation depend on the
flux of precipitating ions. The spectral distribution depends on the relative abundances
of the charge states of the ions which are modified by collisions as the ions traverse the
atmosphere. We introduce an energy and charge distribution function F(q, E, t) where
q is the ion charge , E is the energy and t is the time measured from the time t = 0 at
which the ion enters the atmosphere. The distribution function is normalized such
/ dEF(q,E,t) = 1,
q
and F(q = 0, E = 0, t = oo) = 1 at the end of a stopping process. Each elementary
collision in the stopping process is a multichannel scattering event with probability
p(q', E'lq , E) of changing the ion charge q to q' and ion energy E to E'. Charge transfer,
stripping and target excitation and ionization may occur during the collision. Charge
transfer and stripping collisions change E and q and target exaltation and ionization
change E but not q. Target ionization is a major channel for highly-charged fast ions
and charge transfer dominates as the ions slow down. Cross sections for stripping,
electron capture and target excitation and ionization change by orders of magnitude as
the projectile energy decreases to zero from initial values of several MeV. To obtain
a reliable model of the precipitating ions, the energy and charge relaxation must be
considered together.
A significant simplification in the calculation of the energy and charge distribution is
achieved by adopting the approximation the Equilibrium Charge Distribution (ECD)
[Horanyi et aL, 1988, Cravens et aI., 1995]. The ECD is obtained with the assumption
that at any energy E the rates of production and loss of a specific charge state q by
stripping and charge transfer are equal. Thus the ECD is a function only of the energy
E and does not depend on the ion history. A minimum number of collisions is required
to establish the equilibrium charge distribution given by N .._ 1/pm_n, where pmin is
the smallest of the charge-changing probabilities p(q + 1, E'lq , E) and there occurs a
bottleneck at the charge state q corresponding to the smallest stripping or charge transfer
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cross section. The ECD does not account for the consequences of the bottleneck nor
does it recognize that there is no unique relationship between the projectile energy
and the distribution of charge states. Because of the dependence on q on the channel
probabilities , there occurs a spread in the energy and charge distributions around some
mean values (< E(t) >, < q(t) >).
In this article we investigate the dynamical evolution of the energy and charged
distribution of oxygen ions precipitating into the Jovian atmosphere. The available
experimental and theoretical cross sections are employed in Monte-Carlo simulations of
the multichannel collisions that reduce the energy and charge to zero. The differences
between the Dynamical Charge Distribution (DCD) function and the ECD function are
discussed. The Monte-Carlo simulations are used to calculate the total production of X-
ray and EUV radiation through the stopping process, taking into account the cascading
from the excited oxygen ions.
2. Stochastic Model of an Ion Flux Propagation in a
Bath Gas.
The stopping of energetic ions by atmospheric gases involves multiple elastic and inelastic
collisions, which alter the internal states and kinetic energies of the projectile particles
and the bath gas atoms and molecules. We investigate the dynamical changes in the
energy and charge distributions of projectile particles as they are slowed down in binary
collisions with the dilute bath gas. We take account of the collision processes:
0 +q + X
--* 0 +(q-l) + X*,
0 +q + X*,
0 +(q+l) + X*,
p-(q-I,E-_E_Iq, E)
po(q,E- 6Eolq, E)
p+(q + 1,E - 6E+Iq, E )
where p_ is the probability of electron-capture collisions with mean energy change 6E_ =
6E_(q, E) , Po is the probability of collisional ionization or excitation of the target
molecules without changes of a projectile charge, 6E0 = ,5Eo(q, E) is the mean value of
the energy transferred and p+ is the probability of projectile stripping collisions with a
mean energy loss 5E+ = 6E+(q, E). X* describes all possible final states of the bath
gas molecules. For //2 target molecules X* includes H_ , H2+ + e, H + H + + e and
H + + H + + 2e final states, and for He target atoms X* includes lie', lie + + e and
lie +_ + 2e. The probabilities of energy and charge transformations in a flux of oxygen
ions are given by the total collision cross sections err(q, E) and channel cross sections
or_, ¢'0 and or+ in which the charge is decreased, unchanged or increased. Then with the
total cross section defined by:
o't(q, E) = o'_(q, E) + O'o(q,E) + cr+(q,E) (1)
the channelprobabilities are given by
O'_ O"0 Or+p-=--; p0=--, p+=--. (2)
O"t 0" t O"t
Examples of the energy dependence of the cross sections for different channels in
O +a + 1t2 collisions are shown in Fig.1 for q = 5. Fig.2 presents the corresponding
channel probabilities p_, P0 and p+ as functions of collision energy. The database for
the evaluation of multi-collision stopping processes includes 25 energy-dependent cross
sections ai(q, E) for the H2 bath gas. It would be extended by 2 x 25 additional cross
sections, if collisions with the minor constituents He and H were included. To calculate
the channel probabilities we have used the available experimental cross sections for
charge-transfer, stripping and target ionization processes as well as theoretical models
to extrapolate the experimental data to other energies [ Cocke and Montenegro, 1996,
Greenland, 1982, Montenegro and Meyerhof, 1991, Montenegro et al., 1992, Janev and
Winter, 1985, Paneuf et al., 1987, Rost, 1997 ] and references in Horanyi et al. (1988)
and Cravens et al. (1995). There are differences between our input cross sections and
those of Horanyi et al. (1988) and Cravens et aI. (1995). In particular we have used
stripping cross sections in collisions of oxygen ions with hydrogen molecules and helium
atoms measured by Montenegro et aI. (1992). These stripping cross sections are several
times larger than the cross sections used in earlier calculations. The maximum value of
the experimental stripping cross section in 0 +5 + H_ collisions is about four times larger
and the maximum is reached at the projectile energy 5 MeV compared to 16 MeV.
The energy dependence and the values of the stripping cross sections are important in
determining the abundances of highly charged ions. The cross sections a+ are about
of two order of magnitude less than the total cross sections and the stripping collisions
create a bottleneck in establishing the ion charge distribution.
We differ also in the evaluation of the loss of projectile kinetic energy in charge
transfer collisions. The energy change in charge transfer collisions includes a loss of
projectile velocity due to the additional work done by a fast moving projectile nucleus
during electron pick up, given by :
7n e
5E_ = h- < Iq_l(n,l) > +-_o E, (3)
where Mo is the mass of oxygen nucleus, Ib is the ionization potential of the bath gas
species; < Iq_i(n, I) > is the binding energy of the transferred electron in the O +(q-i)
ion, averaged with respect to all quantum numbers {n, l} of the final states [Janev and
Winter, 1985, Ryufuku and Watanabe, 1979]. The last term in Eq.3, (rne/Mo) E, de-
scribes the loss of a kinetic energy of a projectile nucleus when it picks up an electron
from the initially stationary gas atom or molecule. This energy loss term dominates at
very high collision energies.
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The propagation of oxygenions though a bath gasmay be consideredas a discrete
chain of chargeand energy transfer collisions. As a first step in modeling the stopping
process we construct a stochastic scheme for the evolution of charge and energy states
of a single oxygen ion. After n collisions with bath gas molecules the energy and charge
of a selected oxygen ion are
E(n) = Eo- _ 6E4(q4__,E4_,) (4)
4=1
4.'-zn
q(n) = qo + _ Aq4(qi-l,E4-1) (5)
4=1
where {6E4, Aq4} are respectively the energy and the charge transferred by a projectile
in the i -th collision. These values as well as the probabilities p_, p+ and p0 depend on
the ion charge and the kinetic energy before the collision. The set of inelastic collisions
can be described by the unique phase trajectory of the ion charge and energy states in
the {E, q} plane. The total number of distinct trajectories after n collisions is equal to
3 '_ and each trajectory is weighted by the probability of a particular path:
P(n) - H p4(q___ H- Aq4, E4_I -6E4[q,-x,E4__)
4=1
(6)
The probabilities for all trajectories and the energy and charge transformation rules
from Eqs.4 and 5 enable the evaluation of the changing energy and charge distributions
of the precipitating ions as functions of the number of collisions n or the real time t.
The time calculations can be done for a specified spatial distribution of atmospheric gas
by introducing a collision time t,, :
4"---'--n
=
4=1
6t71(q4-1, Ei-1) = p(_) < v4-1 * at(q4-1,E4-1) >
(7)
(s)
where 6t4 is the time interval between the i- 1 and i-th collisions, and p(_) is the density
of the bath gas for the i-th collision. The total quantum yield and the emission spectra
of precipitating ions can be calculated without a knowledge of a spatial distribution of
the atmospheric gas. In a dilute bath gas the typical time interval _tc between collisions
is much larger than the typical time r,(q) of radiative transitions of projectile ions :
rr(q)
6tc -- r,(q)p Vas<<1. (9)
If the bath gas density p exceeds value of 10 TM - 101Vcm -3, collisions of oxygen ions be-
come strongly correlated and oxygen ions in excited electronic states undergo collisions.
The theoretical description then should include the population and radiative relaxation
of electronic excited states. The inequality, given by Eq.9, is valid for the propagation
of oxygen ion fluxes in the Jovian atmosphere, if we neglect the population of long lived
metastable electronic states.
The stopping of energetic oxygen ions in the Jovian atmosphere may involve millions
of collisions and an evaluation of the probabilities of all collision paths in {E, q} space is
not realistic. Monte Carlo simulations of multiple collisions give sa nples of {E(n), q(n)}
trajectories, which describe the dynamical changes of the energy and charge states in
an ensemble of initially monoenergetic ions. The stochastic scheme provides statisti-
cM information about a set of the most probable {E(n),q(n)} trajectories and yields
the evolution of the energy and charge distribution function F(q, E, n) in the stopping
process. Examples of the evolution are shown in Fig.3, where contours of the energy
and charge distribution are plotted for a thousand particle ensemble of monoenergetic
oxygen ions with initial energy of 10 MeV and initial charge of unity in the interval
from n = 2 * 103 to n = 1.5 * l0 s collisions. The initial energy and charge distribution
spreads into a propagating {E(n), q(n)} packet tracking the most probable trajectories.
Fig.4 shows the energy and charge distribution F(q, E, n) of the initially monoenergetic
20 MeV ion flux after n = 2 l0 s collisions. The central point of the energy and charge
distribution may be approximately characterized by a mean energy Ear(n) and a mean
charge qa,,(n)
E_(n) = I_ dE E _qq--S F(q,E,n) (10)
q=8fo dE _q=oF(q,E,n)
q_(n) = fo dE _qq=s q F(q,E,n) (11)
q=8fo dE E,=oF(q,E,n)
with dispersions: 6E_(n) and 6q_(n). The dynamical evolution of the average energies
and charge values are shown in Fig.5 for oxygen ions with the initial energy of 20 MeV
and initial charge of unity. The parametric dependence of the mean ion charge on mean
energy, qa_ = qa_(E_), gives typical trajectories of precipitating ions in the {E, q} plane.
These trajectories are depicted in Fig.6 for different initial charges equal to 3 and 8 of
an ion ensemble with initial energy of 10 MeV. The trajectory in {E, q} space of the
center of an ion packet with Ei,_ = 20 MeV, qin = 1 is shown by the dashed curve.
For all curves depicted in Fig.6 the mean charge is changed rapidly during the first
10 - 10 collisions. Than the phase trajectories of the mean values {E_(n),q_(n)}
follow a universal dependence q_ = qa_(Ea_), which describes the propagation of the
central point of the energy and charge distributions. The relation between the average
dynamical values of q and E is given approximately by
qa_(Ea_) = 8 tanh[ T,(E,_ + T.) ] (12)
where the fitting parameter T, = 4.8 MeV. Eq.12 describes well the trajectories of the
center of the energy-charge packets. This curve is close to the prediction of the ECD
model, shown by points in Fig.6. Nevertheless, there are significant differences between
the charge abundances in the equilibrium and dynamical distributions. Information
about the mean charge value is not enough to draw conclusions about the abundances of
different charge states. The population of different charge states depends on the spread
of the charge distribution. In the following analysis we give a detailed explanation of the
differences between charge populations in the dynamical and equilibrium distributions.
The dynamical evolution of the ion charge states from an initial charge state ql, is
described by the charge distribution function
O(q,q,n, Ei,_,n) rE,,,= dE F(q,E,n).
,tO
(13)
The populations of the charge states for a thousand oxygen ions with an initial energy
of 10 MeV and initial charges of 3 and 8 are shown in Figs.7a and b as functions of
the number of collisions. The charge distribution function G and F(q, E, n) depend
weakly on the initial ion charge except for the initial stages of the stopping process,
as was shown also in Fig.6 for the {E,v(n),qo_(n)} values. The spread of the charge
distributions is formed by the bunch of the most probable {E(n), q(n)) trajectories.
The spread of the dynamical charge distributions differs from the prediction of the
equilibrium model. The equilibrium distribution G_q(q, E) depends only on the particle
energy E and is calculated from the detailed balance of charge-capture and stripping
processes [ Horanyi et aI., 1988 ,Cravens et al., 1995 ]. Fig.8 shows the difference be-
tween the dynamical G(q, q_,_,E_n, n) and equilibrium G_q(q, E,_(n)) functions at various
stages of the ion stopping process, as the number of collisions increases. Differences are
large in the wings of the distribution, where the ion charges are far from the mean value.
At the beginning of the stopping process, the actual charge distribution has a smaller
amount of highly stripped ions than the equilibrium distribution and the G(q, E_,,, n)
spreads more into the area of low charged s/ares. At the same time the oxygen ions
have lost about -._ 7% of the initial energy of 10 MeV. The relaxation of the charge
abundances in the ion fluxes occurs slowly because of the low probabilities of charge
changing collisions compared to energy transfer collisions. The charge population does
not reach equilibrium although a significant amount of energy has been lost. Even after
n = 5 * 104 collisions, when a projectile particle has lost about 45% of its initial energy,
the charge abundance is still different from the ECD, as shown in Fig.7. The charge
population can be reproduced approximately by the ECD function only after about
n = l0 s collisions, when the highly stripped ions with q = 6, 7 and 8 have completely
disappeared from the distribution and the mean particle energies has been reduced to
3.4 MeV. The similarity between the dynamical and equilibrium distributions disap-
pears also at small energies, where electron capture processes dominate and stripping
collisions produce a bottleneck in the development the charge distribution.
For the entire stoppingprocessthe abundancesof highly chargedionsas well as their
EUV and x-ray radiations are not adequately described by the ECD model. The actual
distribution does not follow adiabatically the change in the mean energy of the ions.
3. Quantum Yield for X-ray and EUV Radiations of
Oxygen Ions.
The total number of photons emitted by projectile ions deposited in the atmosphere
will be calculated in this section from the dynamical energy and charge distribution
functions. X-ray and EUV emission originate from electronic excited states produced in
electron capture collisions of highly charged ions. The populations of ion excited states
in the stopping process may be calculated with the F(E, q, =) functions and the electron
capture cross-sections. According to Eq.9 the typical decay time of an excited state via
radiative transitions is shorter than the time interval between collisions. Each process
of electron capture leads to the emission of one characteristic photon in the soft x-ray
or EUV spectrum. The total number of emitted photons, the quantum yield of x-ray or
EUV radiation, equals the number of corresponding q+ 1 _ q electron-capture collisions
that occur during the stopping of a projectile particle. Cascade transitions redistribute
the energy of initial excitation between different emission lines, the relative intensities
of which are fixed by the branching ratios of radiative transitions of the q-charged ion.
A detailed description of the intensities of different spectral lines will be given in the
next sections.
The quantum yield Y(q, Ei,,) is defined as the number of resonant photons , emitted
by a single projectile particle in the q-charge state. Although the quantum yield may
depend on initial energy and initial charge, the initial q value is important only for
projectile particles with small initial energies Ei,,. The abundance of highly charged
ions during the slowing down is determined mostly by multiple stripping and charge-
transfer collisions and the memory of the initial charge state is lost. Examples of charge
evolution from different initial charges are shown in Fig.7a and b. The number of x-ray
or EUV photons emitted per second from the {nq, l} excited state of a q-charged ion is
equal to the rate of charge transfer q + 1 ---* {q, nq, I}. The rate of population of {nq, l}
states in charge transfer collisions is given by
_0 °°
R(nq, I,t) = dEF(E,q + 1,n(t))p(t)va(nq, I,E) (14)
where a(nq, l, E) is the cross section of the state-selective electron capture process, and
the n(t) is the number of collisions that occurred before time t. The rate of population
of excited states of a q- charge ion and the rate of emission are given by
_0 °°
R(q,t) = dEF(E,q + 1,n(t))p(t)va*(q + 1,E) (15)
where _r*__(q+ 1, E) = _,_,.t _r(nq, l, E) is the cross sections of electron capture by the
q + 1-charge ion into all excited states of the q-charge ion. This cross section is a
fraction _(q + 1, E) of the total charge transfer cross section _r_(q + 1, E). Values of
_(q + 1, E) have been obtained from data on the relative populations of selective ion
states in chaxge-transfer collisions [Janev and Winter, 1985]. At intermediate collision
energies the fraction of electrons captured into the ground state of highly charged ions
is small and it increases only slightly at very high energies [ Ryufuku and Watanabe,
1979, Greenland, 1982, Janev and Winter, 1985 ]. The total number of soft x-ray or
EUV photons, radiated in a time t from a given charge state of a projectile particle, is
obtained as the time integral
tY(q,E_n,t) = dtR(q,t)
= Jof_'_ fo tdE _(q + 1,E)F(q + 1, E,n(t)) p(t)ver_dt (16)
In Eq.16 p(t)va_dt is the number of charge-capture collisions dn_(t) that occurred
within a time interval dr. The total number of comsions dn(t) = p(t)vat(q + 1, E)dt in
the time interval dt multiplied by the probability of electron-capture process gives
dn_(t) = pv_r_dt = p_(q + 1, E)pv_tdt = p_(q + 1,E)dn(t). (17)
The time integration in Eq.16 is replaced by a summation over collisions with elementary
step from Eq.17: dn(t) = 1. The number of photons emitted by an excited ion in the
q-charge state is a function of the number of collisions n = n(t) occurring in time t :
= fE"dEF(q + 1,E,i) ×
/=0 .tO
_(q + 1, E) p_(q,E- 5E_lq + 1, E), (18)
The numbers of x-ray and EUV photons emitted by a single oxygen projectile in dif-
ferent q-charge states and the ion mean energy Ear(n) axe shown in Fig.9 as functions
of the number of collisions. At the beginning of the stopping process the abundances
of highly charged ion states are small along with the probabilities of charge transfer
collisions. Few x-ray photons are emitted before n -,_ 5 * 104 collisions have taken place
as shown in Fig.9. At the same time the projectile kinetic energy AE has been re-
duced on the 23% of the initial energy. Energy loss causes an increase of probabilities
of electron capture collisions with a simultaneous decrease in the abundances of highly
charged states. Due to that the quantum yield from the q = 7 charge state does not
increase after the n ,-_ 2 * l0 s collisions while the Y(q, Ein, n) values for lower charges
are still growing. The number of x-ray photons, emitted by a single projectile particle,
is shown in Fig.10 and 11 as functions of the mean energy Eav(n) for initial energies of
10 MeV and 100 MeV. The number of X-ray_photons emitted increases smoothly with
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the initial energyof the precipitating ions. A single oxygen ion with initial energy of
10 MeV produces 15 x-ray Lyman-like photons from the q = ? charge state, while a
projectile with the initial energy of t00 MeV produces 23 photons.
4. Spectra of the Soft X-ray and EUV Emissions of
Oxygen Ions in the Jupiter Aurora.
The yield Y(q, Ei,_, n --* oo) equals the total number of electron captures into all excited
{nq, l} states of the q-charged ions. The total energy input into electronic excitations of
ion states is redistributed by cascade transitions between the short and long-wavelength
parts of the spectrum. The spectral intensities of the x-ray and EUV emissions together
with cascade lines from various excited levels of oxygen ions are calculated using data
on selective state populations in electron capture processes and on oscillator strengths
of oxygen ions [Green et al., 1957, Stviganov and Sventitskii, 1968, SobeIman, 1979,
Wiese at al., 1996, Hoang-Binh, 1990]. The relative population of different excited
states (nq, t} by electron capture depends on the projectile kinetic energy. According
to Figs.9 and 10, x-ray photons from the q = 5,6 and 7 charge states are produced
mostly in the energy interval 2 MeV < E < 17 MeV. At these kinetic energies the
charge transfer collisions populate a large number of excited levels [Janev and Winter,
1985, Greenland, 1982]. In Figs.12 and 13 the cascade spectra originating from excited
states O+r(nq = 8) and O+r(nq = 5) are shown for oxygen ions with an initial energy of
10 MeV. The reIative intensities of spectral lines depend on the oscillator strengths of
the cascade transitions and the spectra exhibit irregular behavior. There occurs a gap
between 210 eV and 650 eV where no emission lines appear. There may occur some
emission around 520 eV from emission following the production of K shell vacancies in
the projectile ions but the cross sections for collisions with tt2 are small.
The emission spectrum of oxygen ions in a given charge state is the sum of lines
produced from all the populated excited states. Fig.14 shows the emission spectrum
for lines of O +r arising in the stopping of O +7 ions with an initial energy of 10 MeV.
Many individual levels are populated, producing a spectrum remarkably similar to the
Lyman series of O +r. We calculated the emission spectra from other charge states using
dynamical energy and charge distributions. Fig.15 shows the cascade spectrum from
the 0 +6 charge state emitted in the complete stopping of projectiles with initial energy
of 10 MeV.
Differences between the emission spectra of excited ions, populated due to electron
captures, may help to identify the physical mecharfism producing x-rays. Thus, elec-
tron captures by highly charged slow ions has been suggested as an important source of
the x-ray radiation from comets [Cravens , 1997, Mumma et aL, 1997]. Slow electron
capture collisionspopulate selectivelyexcited statesabout a specificlevel Ib _ I(nq,/),
where Ib is the ionization potential of the bath gas molecules. The resulting x-ray and
EUV emission spectra will reflect the properties of the cascade spectra as depicted in
Figs.12 and 13. These spectra, induced by the slowed highly stripped ions, differ in de-
tail from the emission spectra of the fast ions in the Jovian aurora, presented in Figs.14
and 15. The charge abundance and population of the excited states of initially fast ions
are regulated by the stopping process, while for slow ions they depend only on the initial
charge state.
The total emission spectra of oxygen ions in Jovian auroras may be calculated from
the dynamical energy and charge distributions F(q, E, rt) and the intensity and initial
kinetic energy composition f(Ei,,) of the flux of precipitating oxygen ions. The sum of
all cascade spectra emitted by different q-charge states is then integrated with respect
to the initial energy distribution of precipitating ions f(E_,_) which is known in the en-
ergy range from 5 MeV up to 160 MeV [Gehrels and Stone , 1983]. The global flux
dg of oxygen ions with these energies is about 1024 s -1. The resulting cascade emission
spectra are presented in Fig.16. The intensities of the x-ray and EUV spectral lines
are given by the number of photons produced per second by the precipitating oxygen
ions and are normalized to unit ion flux in particles per second. Multiplication of the
normalized line intensities from Fig.16 with the global flux dg gives the total intensities
of spectral lines emitted by oxygen ions in the Jovian atmosphere.
Our calculations yield the energy input into specific emission lines. The total energy
in the Lyman-like photons in Fig.15 with energies in excess of 650 eV is 10.8 keV, 0.1%
of the initial 10 MeV. The energy input into the Lyman lines of O +_" increases with
initial projectile energy to a value of 17.5 keV for an initial energy of 100 MeV and
the conversion efficiency decreases uniformly to 0.02%. The accumulated power in the
oxygen emission spectrum P(E), shown in Fig.l?, gives the energy flux of all photons
with energies larger than E. The number of soft x-ray photons in the emission spectra
is large because of the high abundances of low charge states and contributions from
cascade transitions of high charge states though high energy lines carry a significant
fraction of the total energy input. The luminosity Lo of the x-ray emission of oxygen
ions with energy larger than 0.2 keV is calculated by multiplying the accumulated power
P(0.2 keV) by the global flux jg = 1024 s-l: Lo "_ 4.1 * 109 W. This is equal to the
estimated value of 4 * 109 W for the total luminosity of oxygen and sulfur ions given by
Metzger et al. (1983), but four times larger than the luminosity given by Waite et al.
(1994). The value of the oxygen x-ray luminosity, calculated by Cravens et al. (1995), is
an order of magnitude smaller, a difference that may result from the smaller conversion
efficiency they used.
Detailed comparisons between calculated line intensities of the oxygen emission and
p
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measured spectra are not possible due to the low spectral resolution of the x-ray de-
tectors and their non-uniform spectral sensitivity [Metzger et al., 1983, Waite et al.,
1994]. Instead we compare the calculated power function P(E) with some overall char-
acteristics of the measured spectra. The power of the emitted photons with energies
from 100 eV to 200 eV is 9.9 * l0 s W and it accounts for 25% of the luminosity Lo
of photons with energy larger than 200 eV. A similar value, varying between 30% and
40%, is obtained from the extrapolated power law spectra of Metzger et aI. (1983). We
have found that the number of photons increases significantly as the photon energies
become less than 150 eV. We obtain for the luminosity of oxygen ion emission in the
narrow spectral interval of 100 - 150 keV 7.8 * l0 s W or 19% of Lo. The extrapolated
power law spectra [Metzger et al., 1983 ] give this fraction to be between 18% and 30%.
Spectra of x-ray photons in the ROSAT observations [Waite et al., 1994] and a theoret-
ical evaluation of the count spectra for this experiment [ Cravens et al., 1995 ] show a
sharp decrease in the detected photon flux for energies less than 200 eV attributable to
a lack of sensitivity of the ROSAT instrument. The flux of photons with energies less
than 150eV is enriched by cascade transitions from high charge ions as well as emission
from the ions in medium and low charge states.
X-ray and EUV radiation from Jovian auroras or from comets provide a valuable
diagnostic of the role of heavy ions. The relative intensities of spectral lines at improved
resolution could be employed to determine the identity and energy of the precipitating
ions. In Fig.18 the accumulated number of photons, emitted by precipitating oxygen
ions, is compared with the power law fitting of x-ray spectra detected from Jovian au-
roras [Metzger et aI., 1983] and comet Hale-Bopp [ Owens et aI., 1998]. The spectra are
normalized at the photon energy of 200 eV, where the maximum count rates of the x-ray
detectors occur [ Waite et aI., 1994, Owens et al., 1998]. The x-ray spectrum from the
auroras exhibits a larger fraction of high energy photons than the cometary emission be-
cause of repeated stripping and electron capture collisions of the precipitating energetic
ions. The fraction of high energy photons in cometary x-ray emission decreases more
rapidly, because these photons can be produced by heavy ions [ Cravens, 1997, Mumma
et al., 1994] only at the beginning of the stopping process . The kinetic energies of solar
wind ions are not enough to maintain a significant abundance of high charge ions as
they propagate in the cometary atmosphere.
The spectrum of x-ray emission in the Jovian aurora depends on the chemical com-
position of the ionospheric fluxes. Precipitating sulfur ions will produce a spectrum
distinct from that of the oxygen ions [Waite et al., 1994]. The gap in the emission
spectra between 210 eV and 560 eV, shown in the Fig.16, reflects excitation spectra of
oxygen projectiles only and some spectral lines of sulfur ions may appear in this energy
interval.
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Figure 1: Cross-sectionsof different inelastic channelsin O +s +//2 collisions as functions
of a kinetic energy. Curve 1 shows-the charge transfer cross-section, 2 - the stripping
cross-section, 3 - the cross-section for target ionization, and 4 - the total cross section.
Figure 2: Probabilities of various charge-changing processes in O +s + H2 collisions as
functions of the kinetic energy of oxygen ions. Curve 1 shows the probability p_ of
the electron capture, 2- the probability of stripping p+, 3- the probability of the target
ionization p0 •
Figure 3: Dynamical energy and charge distributions in an ensemble of initially mono-
energetic oxygen ions with E_n = 10 MeV and q_,_ = 1 after n = 2 * l0 s, 104, 2 * 104, 3 *
104, 5 * 104, l0 s and 1.5 * 10 s collisions.
Figure 4: Energy and charge distribution function F(q, E, n) for the ensemble of 1000
oxygen ions after 2 • 10 s collisions. All ions have started a stopping process with the
equal initial energies Ei,, = 20 MeV and charges qi,, = 1.
Figure 5: Average energy E,,,,(n) and average charge q_,,,(n) for the dynamical distribu-
tion of oxygen ions as functions of the number of collisions n. The initial energy of the
ions is Ein = 20 MeV and the initial charge is q_, = 1 .
Figure 6: Phase trajectories of the central point {E,,_(n),q,,,,(n)} of the energy and
charge distribution for the stopping of oxygen ions with initial parameters Ei,, =
10 MeV, q,n = 3,8 ( solid curves) and with E_,_ = 20 MeV, q,,_ = 1 ( the dashed
curve ). Dotted curves shows the central point trajectory for the equilibrium charge
distribution model.
Figure 7: Abundance of the different charge states in an ensemble of 1000 ions as a
function of the number of collisions. The initial energy is 10 MeV, the initial ion charge
is q_,, = 3 in Fig.Ta and qi,_ = 8 in Fig.7b.
Figure 8: Dynamical (solid curves) and equilibrium (dashed) charge distributions in a
1000 particle flux of precipitating oxygen ions. Number of collisions from the beginning
of the stopping process is shown along with the distribution curves. Initial parameters
of oxygen ion flux are Ein = 10 MeV, qi,_ = 1.
14
Figure 9: Number of resonantx-ray photons emitted by a single oxygen projectile from
different charge states after n collisions. The energies of resonant photons are larger
than 653 eV for the q = 7 charge state, 560 eV for q = 6, and 79 eV for q = 5. Dashed
curve shows the ion average energy Ear(n) in MeV.
Figure 10: Quantum yield of the oxygen projectile emission from different charge states
q = 5, 6 and 7 as functions of the mean energy E,,,;(n). The ion initial energy is 10 MeV.
Figure 11: The same as in Fig.10 for an oxygen ion with initial energy of 100 MeV.
Figure 12: Cascade emission spectra produced by the excited states of a hydrogen-like
ion O+7(nq) with the quantum number nq = 5. Initial energy is E, = 10 MeV.
Figure 13: The same as in Fig.12 for the quantum number r_q = 8.
Figure 14: Cascade spectrum induced by a hydrogen-like ion O +T from the set of excited
states populated in charge-capture collisions. Initial ion energy is Ei,_ = 10 MeV.
Figure 15: The same as in Fig.14 for the ion charge state 0 +6.
Figure 16: Total spectra of x-ray and EUV photons emitted by oxygen ions precipi-
tating in the Jupiter atmosphere. Number of photons normalized to the unit flux of
precipitating ions.
Figure 17: Accumulated energy input into the different lines of the oxygen emission
spectrum. Value of the energy input is normalized to the unit flux of precipitating
oxygen ions.
Figure i8: AccUmulated number of the EUV and x-ray photons in energy interval from
80 eV to 1 keV. Solid curves is the power fitting of observed x-ray spectra from Jovian
auroras. Dashed line is the power spectra of x-ray emission from Hale-Bopp come_,
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